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How Fast is Rupture during an Earthquake ?
New Insights from the 1999 Turkey Earthquakes
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Abstract.

We report that during the two devastating1999 earthquakesin Turkey, rupture propagatedover a large part
of the nearly 200kmlongfault zoneat supershearspeed
approaching
5km/s. We presentobservations
and modeling which confirm the original inferenceof supershear rupture during the Izmit earthquakeand we show
that supershearrupture alsooccurredduring the Diizce
earthquake. We show that the rupture velocity mea-

kilometers across,but rupture velocity over suchlimited
distance rangesis poorly resolved.

The Izmit earthquake
Figure l a showsthe horizontal ground acceleration
recorded at two sites near the fault during the Izmit

earthquake.One station (ARC), locatedabout 55km
sured- aboutv/• timestheshearwavevelocity- is the west of the hypocenter(Figure lc), was operatedby
BSgaziqiUniversity while the other (SKR), situated
value predicted by theoretical studies in fracture dyabout 40km east of the hypocenter, was set up by the
namics. We look for cluesto explain theseobservations. Turkish General Directorate of Disaster Affairs. The

fault which ruptured during the earthquakeis vertically
dipping and extends from the earth surface down to a

Introduction

depthof about20km [ToksSz
et al., 1999;(•zalaybey

Classicalwork in fracture dynamics has shown that
the Rayleighwavespeedof the material is the limiting

speedof propagationfor modeI (tensile)cracksand it
had longbeenassumedto be the casefor modeII (inplaneshear)cracksas well. A little over two decades
ago,however,Burridge[1973],Andrews[1976],andDas
andAki [1977]showed
that shearcrackscaneitherpropagatea.tsub-Rayleigh
velocity(V < Vft) or at intersonic
velocity (Vs < V < Vp) dependingon the cohesive

et al., 2001].It is nearly150kmlongand trendsalmost
E-W. During the earthquake, the northern side of the
fault. moved eastward relatively to the southern side by

strength of the fault. Subsequentstudies in fracture
dynamicshave confirmedthesefindingsbut have shown
that crack propagationat most of the intersonicveloc-

ities is unstable[Freund,1979;Burridgeet al., 1979].
Rupture velocitieshave been determinedfor several
earthquakesand, when well resolved,they are all subRayleigh with the exceptionof the 1979 Imperial Val-

ley earthquakein California,for whichArchuleta[1984]
showedstrong indicationsthat rupture propagated at
supershearvelocity over part of the fault. Archuleta's
resultsare alsosupportedby observationsmade by

dichand Cranswick[1984].Recentstudiessuggest
that
during the 1992 Landersearthquake,rupture locally exceededthe shear wave velocity over fault patchesa few
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an averageamountof about3 m [Barkaet al., 1999].
Although ARC is located a little further away than
SKR, the roughly symmetric location of the two stations with respect to the epicenter and to the fault and
the similarity of slip amplitudesto the east and west of
the epicenterlead us to expect comparableE-W ground
motion at the two sites. As shown in Figure l a, however, the records display strikingly different time histories. To the west, the P and S wave trains can be
clearly identified. To the east, the two wave trains seem
mixed together and the strong shaking closelyfollows
the first P arrival. This is even more apparent on the
ground velocity traces displayedin Figure lb. While
the ground motion slowly increasesfor several seconds
followingthe first P arrival at ARC, motion at SKR becomessuddenlyvery large only 1.8s after the P arrival.
As most of the seismicenergyreleasedin earthquakes
is radiated in the form of shear waves, these records
imply that, while rupture propagatedwestwardat the
"classical"sub-Rayleighvelocity, allowingfor the clear
separation of P and S waves, it propagated eastward
at supershearspeed,producingshear arrivals at SKR
much before their arrival from the hypocenter.
To further support this interpretation, we compare
in Figure ld the main shockaccelerationsat SKR with

thoseof the largestaftershock(M = 6.2), locatedonly
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Instituteof Technology,
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a few kilometers away from the main shockfocus. For
the aftershockthe strongshakingbeginsat the expected
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arrival time of the S wavesfrom the hypocenter(Sh)

0094-8276/01/2001GL013112505.00

while for the main shock it starts several seconds earlier.
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exceptfor a specific
valueof therupturespeed:v•Vs.

o.419

S-waves

The specificityof this intersonicvelocity was originally

• P-waves
l/•,
E-W

showedby Eshelby[1949]for a movingglide dislocation and has been confirmed for shear cracks by sub-
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[Freund,1979; Burridgeet al.,
1979]. The nature of the stressdiscontinuityat the
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[1979]hasshownthat the stablegrowthof shearcracks
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at intersonic
speedis onlypossible
at v/•Vs, because

P

the energyflux into the cracktip, whichprovidesthe
fractureenergyto advancethe rupture, is zeroat all the
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et al. [1.999,2000]who observedthe intersonicpropagationof a.shearcrack. The rupture velocitythey mea-

Suredis aboutx/•Vs. In the presentcaseof the Izmit
earthquake,the velocityinferred(about4.8km/s)cor-

0.419

responds
to the onepredicted
forstablecrackgrowth.
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Until a little over a year ago, however, no experimental confirmationof supershearrupture had been reported in the scientificor engineeringliterature. The
first successful
experimentwasmaderecentlyby Rosakis

,,

Recent numerical simulations by Andrews and Ben-

Zion [19971,Rice [19971,Harris and Day [1997],BenZion a•.dA•.drews[1998],and CochardandRice[2000],

suggestthat shear rupture is facilitated when the two
sides of the fault have different elastic properties. In
D
AftershockGROUND
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Main
shock
this case, the normal stressnear the crack tip may be
Figure 1. (A) Comparisonof the E-W accelerations reduced due to the non-symmetry of the stress field.
recorded at two sites during the Izmit earthquake.
Traces start at the inferred earthquakeorigin time. P
arrivals are indicated. Values show peak accelerations.
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parison of the main shock recordsat SKR with those

of the strongestaftershock
(September13). The traces
start 0.2s before the P arrival. Sh showsthe expected
arrival time for S wavescomingfrom the hypocenters.
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The rupture velocity can be directly inferred from

the S-P time on the SKR records(1.8s). As shownby
Ellsworthand •elebi [1999]and Bouchonet al. [2000],
this yieldsan apparentvelocityof 4.7km/s. As the sta-

time (s)
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tion is located a few kilometers from the fault, what it

really sees,however,is the passageof the conicalshock
wave front. Thus, by the time the wave front reaches
the station, rupture has already passedby it. Correcting for this yieldsa rupturevelocityof 4.8 to 4.9km/s.
The inversionof the full recordsgivesa valueof about
4.7 to 4.8km/s. This rupturespeedexplainsremarkably

E-W

Up

well the SKR records(Figure2). Recordsat.ARC, on Figure 2.
the other hand, are best explained by a rupture propa-

gatingwestwardat 3krn/s[Bouchonet al., 2000].

• data

(A) Comparison
of the groundvelocity

recordedat SKR with the one calculatedfor the rupture model which best fits the strong motion records.
In this model, rupture propagateseastward at about

A unique feature of intersoniccrack growth is that 4.7 to 4.8km/sfor nearly50km. Tracesstart at the orithe stresssingularityat the cracktip is not the classical gin time of the earthquake.Peak recordedvelocityis
squareroot singularity,as it. is for sub-Rayleighspeed, indicated.(B) Sameas abovefor the displacement.

shows that

Velocityat SKR

•

P

the station

for the whole duration

s

moved westward

and downward

of the wave train.

As seen at the

bottom of the figure, this is not,what is expectedat this
location.

6•0

should have moved eastward

and

up. During the first 1.8sof rupture, the station saw the
rupture as if it were located on the southernside of the
fault. The likely and simple explanation for this is that
rocksto the southof the fault havehighervelocitythan
rocksto the north, so that P wavesarrive at, the station
after havingtraveledalong the south side of the fault,
as schematicallyshown. Accordingto the abovestudI
I
ies,
the presenceof lower velocity material to the north
time from beginningof rupture(s)
of
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fault and the fact that this sidewasslidingeast30'00'
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Figure 3. (Top) P wavetrain at SKR. The uppertrace
is a zoom of the recordof Figure lb. The lower trace is
the correspondingvertical velocity. Arrival times of P
ß

and S wavesare indicated.(Bottom)Map showingthe
epicenter(star), the fault (solidline), and the station
(triangle).The arrowsindicatethe directionsof motion
of the two sides of the fault.

The dotted

line illustrates

As seenin the field and on the Spot images[Michel
and Avo•mc,2001], the segmentover which rupture
propagatedat supershearspeedmakesa remarkablylinear scar, often no more than a meter wide. The simple
planar morphologyof the fault that this impliesmay
havecontributedto it. The two may indeedbe related,
supershearspeedduring previousearthquakeson this
segmentmay have led to its simple morphology. In

the path followedby P wavestravelingfrom the central contrast, west of the epicenter the rupture enters the
more complexfaulting systemof the Marmara Sea.
segmentof the fault to the station.

The D•zce earthquake

This, however,will only occur when rupture propagates
in the direction in which the more compliant medium
The Diizce earthquake extended three months later
is moving. These findingsmay be relevant.here. Figure the rupture zone of the Izmit earthquake 40kin east3 is an enlargedpicture of the P wave train at SKR. It ward. The fault still trends nearly E-W but dips to
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Figure 4. (Top) Groundmotionrecordedduringthe Diizceearthquakeat two stationslocated•rea.
r ½hetwo
extremitiesof the fault. The time origincorresponds
to the first arrival at the station. Verticallinesare dra.wnat
the observedarrival times of P and S waves.Sh denotesthe expectedarrival time of S wavesfrom the hypocenter.
Valuesindicatepeak amplitudes.The vertical accelerationat Bolu is amplifiedto clearly showthe P onsetand
is not displayedbeyond4s to preventit to overlaythe horizontalacceleration
trace. (Bottom)Map sh,owJ.
ng the

epicenter
(star),thesurface
rupture(solidline),andthestrong
motionstations
(triangles).
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thenorthat about650[dizalaybey
etal.,2000](Figure
4). During the earthquake,the northernside moved
eastward, relatively to the southernside, by about 4m.
The ground motion was recordedat two stations located near the extremitiesof the fault. At GSlyakato

the west (Figure4), a stationthat we installeda few
hours before the earthquake, S waves arrive 3.35s after the first P waves. This delay correspondsexactly
to the S-P time expectedfor wavescomingfrom the
hypocenter. On the other hand, at Bo!u to the east, S
wavesarrive 3.95safter the first P waves.The expected
S-P time there, however,is 5.25s. Thus, these records
showdirect evidencethat rupture againpropagatedat
supershearspeedduring the Diizce earthquake.
What that speed was is more difficult to infer than
for Izmit becausethe station is locatedbeyondthe fault
termination and it seemslikely that rupture decelerated

the Izmit ruptureinferredfromthe near-faultrecordings,
Geophys.Res. Lett., 27, 3013-3016, 2000.
Burridge,R., Admissiblespeedsfor plane-strainself-similar
shearcrackswith frictionbut lackingcohesion,Geophys.
J., 35, 439-455, 1973.

Burridge,R., G. Conn, and L.B. Freund,The stability of a
rapid modeI I shearcrackwith finite cohesivetraction, J.
Geophys.Res., 8•, 2210-2222, 1979.
Cochard,A., and J.R. Rice, Fault rupture betweendissimi-

lar materials:Ill-posedness,
regularization,
and slip-pulse
response,J. Geophys.Res., 105, 25891-25907,2000.
Das, S., and K. Aki, A numericalstudy of two-dimensional
spontaneousrupture propagation, Geophys.J. Roy. A str.
Soc., 50, 643-668, 1977.

Ellsworth,W.L., and M. (•elebi, Near field displacement
timehistories
of the M 7.4Kocaeli(Izmit), Turkey,earthquakeof August17, 1999,Am. Geophys.Un., Fall Meeting Supp., 80, F648, 1999.

Eshelby,J.D., Uniformlymovingdislocations,
Proc. R. Soc.
LondonSer. A, 6œ,307-314, 1949.

of dynamicshearcrackpropbeforestopping. What can be inferredis the average Freund,L.B., The mechanics
agation, J. Geophys.Res., 8•, 2199-2209, 1979.
rupture velocity between the hypocenterand the eastGao, H., Y. Huang, P. Gumbsch,and A.J. Rosakis,On

ern edgeof the surfacebreaks:about 4.3km/s. Westward,the modelingindicatesa velocityof about3km/s.
Thus, in the Diizce earthquakeagain, eastwardrupture wassupershear
(on at leasta largepart of the fault)
while westwardrupture wassub-Rayleigh.As the fault
has playedin the past (and partly during the earthquake)as a normalfault [Armijo et al., 2000], rocks
to the north havea shalloweroriginthan rocksto the
south,thus likely creatinga materialcontrastwith the
lowervelocitymediumto the north. Like in Izmit, this
may havecontributedto the supershear
eastwardrupture.
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